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Abstract : The purpose of this research is to study general condition of cows and buffaloes market 
fair process in Sakon Nakhon province, as well as marketing structure, marketing trend, marketing 
problem behavior of consumers in the market, market environment, and working process of cows 
and buffaloes market in the province. The reason is to specify strategies for improving and 
developing sustainable cows and buffaloes trading business in the province. From results of the 
study, it was found that at cows and buffaloes market in Sakon Nakhon province, buyers and sellers 
would come to meet at the date and time specified by the market fair. The factors considered to 
determine at different districts included convenient transportation, variety of cows and buffaloes, 
market reputation, as well as physical environment of the market which the merchants could buy 
cows and buffaloes for variety of reasons. They could buy and cut open and then sell the meat, 
feed them to sell them later, buy and sell them immediately, or use them for work. Furthermore, 
cows and buffaloes market is the place where farmers and merchants come to meet one another. 

At cows and buffaloes market in each districts, the person who was in charge and 
responsible for work such as market owner or committee would coordinate with provincial 
livestock office in each district including external organizations such as police station, Sub district 
Administrative Organization, traders, and farmers who bring cows and buffaloes to market and 
coordinate about promissory note or record and control of the stores and cleanliness. Besides, it 
was found that 77.14 percent of people who came to buy and sell cows and buffaloes in the 
market were farmers. The reasons for decision to buy were 100% from the beautiful and strong 
body of cows and buffaloes, another 34.29 percent considered the marketing service which 
checked disease and prevent the spreading of disease from the animals. 

For internal environment analysis, strength was the convenience of transportation which 
was mostly not far from main roads and services provided by the market owner, like friendliness. 
For the weakness, the marketing management was not well systematic. For external environment, 
opportunity such as getting help from Sub district Administrative Organization officers to take care 
of disease for free resulting in the safety of consumers. Therefore, they came up with strategies like 
learning exchange project, building understanding about cows and buffaloes market in the province, 
making the market disease-free, fast growing, and consumer safety which help to benefit cows and 
buffaloes market really well. 
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1. Background  
Human has raised cattle since the new stone age. Raising cows has the main purpose of 

producing meat and milk ,and raising cattle has purpose of using labor, producing milk and 
consuming meat. 

Most of beef cattle are still native having durability to environment. They have higher 
ability to reproduce than other types of cows. There is Brahman Crossbred cattle and Brahman 
raised secondly. And European cattle is little raised. In 2542 there is approximately 4.6 million 
cattle which is not enough to produce for consuming in the country. It is expected to import cattle 
illegally for consuming from neighbor countries around 700,000 cattle per year. Trading in local 
markets is for local consumers to consume for several ceremonies such as weddings, religious 
ceremonies. Mostly native cattle are preferred especially in northeast region because beef has good 
taste which suits local taste. Cattle trading does not have weight measurement. They just look at 
bodies and agree on the price.  ( Bunyut Laopaibun , et.al., 2547 )  

Now agriculturist has changed the way of culture cattle to use labor for trading production 
more. Because the price of cattle is very high, has developed, and been supported from 
government especially beef cattle culturing promotion project. The purpose is to the poverty 
problem by culturing cattle as career and income supplement within 4 years from 2548-2551. The 
process is divided into 2 main activities. They are artificial insemination, and beef cattle raising 
which has the goal of training 20,000 agriculturists leaders to artificially inseminate. Producing more 
beef cattle by artificial insemination from 50% - 70% and providing 1,000,000 beef cattle to 
agriculturists including cattle bank which is the project from royal idea. Cattle bank is the center 
established for department of livestock development to centralize the accumulating cattle 
managed by accountant for maintaining, distributing, and lending to utilize in agriculture and 
increase the amount of cattle. The reason is that the agriculturists would get help by developing 
life quality together. From the result of promoting from government would increase the amount of 
cattle raising. In year 2550, there is 6.3 million cattle raised which increased from year 2549 about 
5% and 1.8 million buffaloes raising increasing from year 2549 10.75%. It is expected that the trend 
of raising cows-buffaloes will increase gradually ( Department of Livestock Development)                             

The purpose of establishing the cattle market fair has many reasons. For instance, 
agriculturists are alert more on raising cattle because they have higher price and agriculturists can 
make better income than doing other types of agricultural such as planting, and fish farming. 
Therefore, it makes higher demand on raising cattle and promoted from government inspire 
agriculturists to do so more. Furthermore, an agriculturist in the area has interest to bring in cattle 
to sell in the market fair. By commercializing the market fair results in cattle merchants seeing the 
importance of having the market fair. As a result, merchants and agriculturists know more including 
village funds have role in helping agriculturists to have flowing money to buy and sell cattle in 
market fair increasingly (Department of Livestock Development, 2551) 
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Because of the increase of the amount of cattle as well as people who has interest to buy 
and sell make the market fair more significantly because they can provide the convenience to 
agriculturists and merchants to trade freely including ability to solve the problem of lacking the central 
market in trading cattle. However, in addition to trading , the market fair is the place for agriculturists 
from different areas come to meet including selling other products such as agricultural production. 
Agriculturists can bring their products to sell including producing factors, consumer goods, and 
agricultural tools also which would increase the income and develop career for agriculturists in the 
areas. For selling and buying cattle through the market fair, we found out that in 2548 , there were 
around 190,000 live buffaloes sold through market fairs which increased from  2547 11.72%. And there 
are around 3,130,000 cows sold through market fairs in year 2548 increasing from 2547 8%. However, if 
the market fairs can be improved more effectively to reduce the unnecessary marketing cost would 
benefit merchants and agriculturists to make more income and to plan more of  the cattle producing 
expansion. This would benefit the consumers to have protein which has enough quality in a fair price 
(Department of Livestock Development, 2549) 

Sakon nakhon province has the area of 96,005.8 square km or 6,003,002 rais. Administrative 
districts are divided into 18 districts. There is  population of 1,118,449 people. The area is very plentiful. 
Now it has development on agriculture including planting and raising animals well. Therefore, the 
economic stays very well. Furthermore, Sakon Nakhon has 7 market fairs. They are Umpur Wanorn 
Niwad, Umpur Warichapoom, Umpur Sawang Dangdin, Umpur Argad Umnuay, Umpur muang, Umpur 
Kusumal, and Umpur Koksrisupun. There are around 100-200 cows and buffaloes sold daily (Provincial 
Livestock Development Sakon Nakon, 2553) 

2. The purpose of the research 
2.1 To study the general condition of the market fairs process in the province 
2.2 To study the marketing structure, marketing trend, marketing management and 

marketing problems of market fairs in the province 
2.3 To study the behavior of the people who come to the market fairs including the 

environment and the process of market fairs in the province 
2.4 To determine to strategial plans to improve and develop the buying and selling 

management of the market fairs in the province. 

3. The research process 
 Study the preliminary data including ideas, theories, and researches from many documents 

1. Interview the market fairs ‘s owners preliminarily to find out the problems and obstacles 
2. Summarize all the data and make it the idea framework for the research 
3. Interview and analyze the data to look for the crisis point or crisis point that might affect 

the market affair in the province 
4. Determine the strategial plans to lay out the development form for the market fairs in 

the province 
5. Summarize the research result and suggestions for the research 
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4. Sample groups and group selection 
4.1 Market fair owners use purposive sampling method 
4.2 Agriculturists who bring cattle to sell in all 7 markets each for 5 agriculturists 
4.3 Slaughter retail merchants who buy live cows from the market fairs 
4.4 Circulating merchants by using sample random sampling 

5. Study results and summary 
5.1 General condition of market fairs in the province 
 All 7 market fairs are located mostly near main roads which are convenient to travel. This 
brings merchants from many areas come to trade. Most of merchants are from the province and 
some are from other provinces in southeast region such as Nongkai, Nakon Panom, Udon thani, 
Galasin, Ubon ratchathani, Pittsanulok, and Pethchaboon. Some are from north region such as 
Payao, Utaradit, and Prae. Some are from neighbor countries such as Laos, and Vietnam. Each time 
market fairs open, 100-200 cattle are approximately sold and there are policemen come to patrol 
around in the market fairs. 
 The environment inside the market fairs is fairly well. Some fence has to be improved to 
prevent cattle to go outside. External environment has only one problem which is Dontoi market 
fair in Umpur Argad Umnuay which competitor open nearly the same time. However, it does not 
affect that much 

5.2 Some factors of economic and social condition of sample group 
 Most of sample populations are male aging 41-50 years old. Because this gender is working 
gender and has strong body which suits working aspect because has to use lots of energy and 
sometimes has to travel far. Mostly has homestays in the Sakon Nakhon having compulsory 
education and agricultural career. They raise cows-buffaloes together for labor and to sell for 
supplemental income. Because most of them has little income about 40,001-50,001 baht per year 
compared to minimum wage at present day. It is considered low. Selling cattle career can be a 
decent supplement job because market fairs in each district will open once a week circularly. 
Agriculturists approximately come to use service more than 36 times per year or once a week. This 
generates income from selling cattle which deduct expenses around 10,001-50,001 baht per year. 
 Regard using market fair service, mostly they have purpose of buying and taking them to 
raise at home to sell at next round and some come to sell only and come to buy for slaughtering. 
The main reason to come to market fairs in Sakon Nakhon is the convenience of travel because 
each market fair each on is located near main road. To buy cattle, merchants would consider 
physical factor and price of cattle mainly. After they will agree the selling price. About satisfaction 
of market fair factors, mostly they are pleased highly with animals diagnose and disease widespread 
prevention from animals just to make sure that traded cattle won’t spread out diseases. 
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5.3 Types of selling-buying in market fair in Sakon Nakhon 
 The cattle selling-buying process in all 7 market fairs, when bring in cattle, they will have to 
register with the manager or market fair officer to know about the amount of cattle. After that , the 
owners will take cattle to staying place where is provided. If both parties agreed on satisfying price, 
the owners will buy promissory notes or cows-buffaloes records from the manager or officer, 20 
baht each, for chattel paper to buy and sell as well as taking animals to livestock development 
officers to vaccinate first which the officers will give vaccination certification which is 10 baht per 
each and then the owners can take cattle home 
 

5.4 Types of animals trading entrepreneurs in market fairs 
5.4.1 Sellers such as agriculturists who bring cattle to sell merchants who bring cattle to 

feed before sale and merchants who gather  cattle 
5.4.2 Buyers such as agriculturists who buy cattle to raise for labor or breed, retail cattle 

slaughter merchants, and wholesale cattle slaughter merchants 
5.43 Circulating merchants such as buyers or sellers who are cattle buying brokers and sell 

immediately or call “ step on rope”. This type of merchants can be found everywhere who are 
very expert on selecting cattle. They will go around every market fair to be brokers 
 

5.5 Transportation 
 Mostly merchants would have trucks or 4 wheel pick-up or 6 wheel because they have to 
transport cattle to sell at other market fairs or slaughter houses very often 
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